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Welcome to the third issue of our ‘Seasons’ newsletter. Summer is fast
approaching and we’re starting to enjoy outdoor drinking and dining.
Let’s hope that it continues and we can all maximise from it.
Our ‘trends’ focus in this issue looks at colour and shares insights from the
Pantone Colour Institute, plus our own findings on interior and tableware
trends in the form of three mini ‘Look Books’. There are four concepts
we’ve highlighted as ‘the ones to watch during 2015’ - information
shared by Allegra Foodservice. Check them out and see what you think!
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Creative Voice with Andrew Klimecki
PANTONE
16-1325

TREN D S:

Colour & Dining

Bar Furco

We’re living in a highly visual world where colour can make all
the difference in product purchase decisions, and where colour
is being used in highly inventive ways and in highly unique
combinations.
At the 2015 International Home & Houseware Show in Chicago recently,
Leatrice (Lee) Eiseman – executive director of the Pantone Colour Institute
shared her insights on colour and design trends.
Colour influences are coming from many directions including women’s and
men’s clothing, shoes, handbags, jewellery, the entertainment and food
Caravan

industry, which is a new development. Colour and design trends on the rise
are the use of pastels and the use of crowns as a traditional motif. In terms
of materials, popular items, or the appearance of concrete and
marble are big.
Getting more attention is metallic. Brass still remains a popular choice, but
copper is going to be ever popular as we run ahead in to 2016. Other
colour and design trends include industrial-looking hardware, unique
usages of reclaimed materials, concentric shapes and woven applications.
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TREN D S:

Colour & Dining
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Over the last 12-24 months at Steelite we’ve seen the requests
for coloured tableware increase too. And as we design and
develop new and exciting tabletop solutions we increasingly hear
requests for not only colour, but different material types that will
complement the changes in interior trends.
Today’s discerning customer is noticing and critiquing everything from the
food to the service and the style of presentation. With this in mind, the
choice of tableware is just as important as the interior and décor of the
establishment.

M ID D L E EA S T
& A S IA

2015
SPRING

To see how interiors and tableware work in different countries we’ve spent
some time looking at how tableware can be used in different environments
and created three mini ‘Look Books’.

Our Middle East & Asia look book focuses on Ryan Clift from The Tippling
Club, Singapore and a special event that Ryan did for Steelite at The
Emirates Academy of Hospitality in Abu Dhabi.

Not far from our head office in Staffordshire is a lovely bar and grill called
The Orange Tree.

Over in Alicante, Spain we visited four handpicked restaurants all using
Steelite product.

S TO K E O N
T R ENT

2015
SPRING
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Click to
download

SUMMER

Click to
download
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Concepts to Watch 2015

According to Allegra Foodservice here are
a few concepts to watch during 2015:

G r in d

Be e ch Hou se

•

Latest Coffee concept to offer all day dining

•

Bar Restaurant brand run by Oakmans Inns

•

Built on success of Shoreditch site
(opened in 2013)

•

2 sites at present – Beaconside and St Albans

•

•

New site will be best example of their
capabilities

Excellent delivery of BBQ using sophisticated
cooking methods

Fre d ’s Fo o d
C o n s t ru c t io n
•

Tesco’s latest foodservice offer

•

Developed by Paul Goodale, the guy
behind PizzaLuxe

•

Red’s True Barbecue

Re d ’s Tru e Barbecue

2 sites in London with scope in mind

•

Comprehensive BBQ offer in a casual
environment

•

First site opened in Leeds in September 2015

•

Demonstrates growing trend of BBQ cuisine in UK

•

Aggressive expansion plans in UK, with sites
planned after their recent opening (4th site)
in Nottingham

Red’s True Barbecue

It’s clear that the BBQ trend is not
going away any time soon, there’s still
lots of demand for this type of cuisine.
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E ME RGI NG TRENDS:

Fusion

Fast Fine

In the early 90’s Asian fusion was the

We’ve heard of “fast casual” – restaurants

culinary movement of its time, defined by

serving up fast food but with better quality

its East-meets-West mash-up of ingredients

ingredients and less of that conveyor belt

and techniques. By the late 90’s fusion had

atmosphere. “Fast-fine” is the next step on

become a byword for confusion and

that journey.

over-work.
The Modern Pantry

Caravan

Pubbelly

But fusions back and beginning to influence menus
across the US and UK. Today’s chefs would never
describe what they’re doing as fusion (still a dirty
word), rather its ‘modern’ cooking. In the US it
can be seen all over the fast-casual end of the
market, here in the UK at street food level, start-up
independents, hip eateries and with the Michelin
group, but not yet in the middle ground.
Away from street food in the UK we’re seeing a
number of manifestations. Notable operators include
Anna Hansen’s The Modern Pantry whose globally
inspired menu includes signature dishes such as
tamarind miso onglet steak and sugar-cured prawn
omelette with smoked chilli sambal. Others include
Caravan in Kings Cross and the new Hoi Polloi
in Shoreditch.

Prized by the millennials who are ever hungry
for a “food event”, it offers all the plusses of fine
dining – delicious, creative food – without the long
reservations and turnaround times, high price tags
and haughty waiters! And for chefs, it’s a chance to
flex that creative muscle with a menu that’s likely to
change several times a week to reflect local sourcing
and seasonality.
The trend is already taking off, with chefs seeing an
opportunity to reach the masses. In London we’re
seeing “posh kebab” restaurants featuring such things
as veal and halloumi, pop up hot dog restaurants
appearing in front of Michelin-starred joints and
bistros offering home delivery.

In the US it’s a little more entrenched. Operators
such as Miami’s Pubbelly mash up foie gras lollipops
alongside Korean kimchee chicken wings and
pastrami and sauerkraut dumplings. In the US the
Korean taco is still the dish-du-moment of
hybrid food trend.
Pubbelly

Source: www.lostincatering.com

Budsara Thai Bistro
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New Products
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Frame •

FreeStyle •

An exciting range of square and rectangle rimmed plates. The rim profile
is proportioned to perfectly balance plating area against rim. The pieces
allow Chef to “Frame” their presentations.

Our FreeStyle range is creative and functional. Designed to present menus
in an exciting and contemporary way, the addition of two stunning new
bowls will add further style to any casual dining environment.

Taste Tulip Bowls •

Simplicity Ovals •

Our popular Taste range adds style to any casual dining concept. A
collection of bowls – Tulip bowls have been designed to offer a softer,
curvy yet clean line, which emphasises the external pedestal style profile.

To enhance our Simplicity range we’ve introduced two sizes of Oval
plate. Perfect for the casual dining sector, these oval additions are staple
pieces to this workhorse collection. Perfect for ribs, racks or any sauce
based dishes as the deep well keeps the presentation together.
Seasons
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What’s Coming
Research conducted recently by Allegra Foodservice
consultants on behalf of Steelite International has given greater
insight into the hospitality industry and what we will see in
terms of trends and habits in the coming months.
The research looked at all areas of foodservice and regions, confirming
that there is lots of potential growth within the industry. Look out for more
news coming your way on this and how we can help add value to your
business taking on board some of our findings.

Pub & Bar Growth
Pubs and bars are set to enjoy a ‘golden’ period of impressive
comparable store growth during 2014-2017, as the confluence of
strengthening food focus, greater capitalisation on all-day trading
capabilities, improving management disciplines and enduring value
for money appeal combines to produce a highly favourable
trading outlook.

International Factoids
International restaurant companies are expanding in Russia. Both the
American chains and independent outlets prevail on the Russian chained
food market, followed by Italian and English companies.
France has a leading position in tourism, attracting 83 million visitors
each year, with 27 million visiting Paris. The number of international
arrivals in France is expected to increase at CAGR 2% until 2017,
reaching 89.7 million.
In January 2015 Allegra Foodservice delivered a UK Foodservice
market debrief. An area highlighted was outlet growth by Cuisine from
December 2014 to December 2015.

42

37

27
• American
• British

52

• Italian

346

57

• International

High-alcohol cocktails are being replaced in drinkers’ affections by more
indulgent drinks, elaborate combinations and lighter versions. These are
the findings from The Mixed Drinks Report, the annual survey of the market
by CGA Strategy.
It reveals sophisticated and lower strength drinks like Pornstar and Espresso
Martini have risen in popularity among consumers over the last six months,
whilst other more established serves including the Long Island Iced Tea
have fallen slightly out of favour.
The report also highlights the rising popularity of ‘skinny’ and light mixed
drinks, with a fifth (20%) of frequent cocktail drinkers now saying they
always prefer to order one. Both trends are likely to continue through this
summer – the peak trading season for cocktails.

• Japanese
• Latin American

63

The Cocktail Market Lightens Up

Key stats:

• European/
Mediterranean

158

• Asian

The mojito remains
the UK’s favourite
cocktail.

Vodka is the most
commonly used spirit
in cocktails.

Cocktails are more
popular among
women – but men
enjoy them too.

American food will account for 44% of all openings.
Source: Peach Report
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Spotlight on
In this issue we’ve had a look at what’s
happening in the Middle East and the
trends taking hold.

Sharing Culture
The sharing culture has gained popularity in the region thanks to
the growing number of younger, more affluent diners, who eat out
numerous times a week and place a strong emphasis on informality.
This has led to restaurants introducing tasting menus, chef’s tables
and sharing platters, and a more gastropub like ambiance at
some restaurants

Round is the New Square
It seems like restaurants are inching back to basics, albeit with an
unwavering focus on food. In the last few years square and unusual
shapes rise to be the dominant choice when it comes to plates;
however the tide seems to be changing course and going back to the
traditional path. In 2015, round looks like it is set to be the theme for
plates – for entrees and appetisers, to mains and desserts. Decorated
rims and smaller alternatives for “small bites” such as sushi and tapas
are also becoming popular.

Click to
download

M I DDL E EAST
& ASI A
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PR and Press Round Up

To view the full articles please visit our
website: www.steelite.com/news

Trade Events
We’ve had a very busy few months
promoting and exhibiting Steelite and
Royal Crown Derby product at various
Horecava, Amsterdam

trade shows across the world.
The first of our year began with Horecava in
Amsterdam. Look out for us at Host in Milan
23rd - 27th October and Horecava in Gent
15th - 19th November 2015.

Gulfood, Dubai

Maison et Objet, Paris

Ambiente, Frankfurt

Steelite International plc

Orme Street, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 3RB, England

Email: headoffice@steelite.com

facebook.com/steeliteinternational

Telephone: +44 (0) 1782 821000

Website: www.steelite.com

twitter.com/steeliteUK

Fax: +44 (0) 1782 819926

